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Abstract
Background: Many adolescents suffer serious asthma related morbidity that can be prevented by adequate self-management
of the disease. The accurate symptom monitoring by patients is the most fundamental antecedent to effective asthma management.
Nonetheless, the adequacy and effectiveness of current methods of symptom self-monitoring have been challenged due to the
individuals’ fallible symptom perception, poor adherence, and inadequate technique. Recognition of these limitations led to the
development of an innovative device that can facilitate continuous and accurate monitoring of asthma symptoms with minimal
disruption of daily routines, thus increasing acceptability to adolescents.
Objective: The objectives of this study were to: (1) describe the development of a novel symptom monitoring device for teenagers
(teens), and (2) assess their perspectives on the usability and acceptability of the device.
Methods: Adolescents (13-17 years old) with and without asthma participated in the evolution of an automated device for
asthma monitoring (ADAM), which comprised three phases, including development (Phase 1, n=37), validation/user acceptability
(Phase 2, n=84), and post hoc validation (Phase 3, n=10). In Phase 1, symptom algorithms were identified based on the acoustic
analysis of raw symptom sounds and programmed into a popular mobile system, the iPod. Phase 2 involved a 7 day trial of ADAM
in vivo, and the evaluation of user acceptance using an acceptance survey and individual interviews. ADAM was further modified
and enhanced in Phase 3.
Results: Through ADAM, incoming audio data were digitized and processed in two steps involving the extraction of a sequence
of descriptive feature vectors, and the processing of these sequences by a hidden Markov model-based Viterbi decoder to
differentiate symptom sounds from background noise. The number and times of detected symptoms were stored and displayed
in the device. The sensitivity (true positive) of the updated cough algorithm was 70% (21/30), and, on average, 2 coughs per hour
were identified as false positive. ADAM also kept track of the their activity level throughout the day using the mobile system’s
built in accelerometer function. Overall, the device was well received by participants who perceived it as attractive, convenient,
and helpful. The participants recognized the potential benefits of the device in asthma care, and were eager to use it for their
asthma management.
Conclusions: ADAM can potentially automate daily symptom monitoring with minimal intrusiveness and maximal objectivity.
The users’ acceptance of the device based on its recognized convenience, user-friendliness, and usefulness in increasing symptom
awareness underscores ADAM’s potential to overcome the issues of symptom monitoring including poor adherence, inadequate
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technique, and poor symptom perception in adolescents. Further refinement of the algorithm is warranted to improve the accuracy
of the device. Future study is also needed to assess the efficacy of the device in promoting self-management and asthma outcomes.
(JMIR mHealth uHealth 2014;2(2):e27) doi: 10.2196/mhealth.3118
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Introduction

perception of asthma control could improve asthma control,
quality of life, and reduce acute health care utilization [15].

Asthma and Adolescents in the United States

Nonetheless, studies of children have raised concerns about the
adequacy and effectiveness of current methods of asthma
self-monitoring, including symptom-based and peak expiratory
flow (PEF) monitoring [13,16,17]. Poor adherence and
inadequate technique by children further diminish the clinical
usefulness of PEF monitoring. The uncertainty of current
monitoring strategies underscores the imperative of an
alternative symptom monitoring strategy that addresses the
issues of accuracy and patient adherence.

Asthma represents a serious health condition in children and
adolescents in the United States, with increasing mortality and
morbidity over the past two decades [1]. According to recent
national statistics [2], current asthma was reported by over 7
million children (9.6%) ages 17 and younger in the United
States, of which, 39% (2.8 million) were adolescents (12-17
years old). Nearly 12% of high school students in the United
States reported a current asthma diagnosis in 2011 [3].
Adolescents suffer greater asthma-related morbidity than other
age groups [4,5]. Serious adverse outcomes requiring
hospitalization, intubations, and cardiopulmonary resuscitation
are more common in adolescents than in younger children [6].
Moreover, asthma mortality among adolescents is approximately
twice that of younger children [7]. Given the high prevalence
and substantial adverse outcomes of asthma and its overall
impact on quality of life in adolescents, it is imperative to
implement effective strategies that can improve
self-management and health outcomes in this population.

Asthma Self-Management
Prior research has generated compelling evidence that programs
promoting self-management can reduce morbidity and improve
asthma outcomes in children [8-11]. Successful asthma
management strategies require the patients’ active commitment
to engage in care processes by establishing self-monitoring
routines [12]. Adequate self-monitoring of asthma symptoms
is considered to be the cornerstone of appropriate asthma
management, leading to fewer cases of asthma exacerbation
and acute care visits, as well as better functional outcomes and
higher quality of life in children and adolescents [13]. Symptom
monitoring informs patient decisions to initiate necessary
self-management behaviors (eg, adjust medication, alter activity
level, alter the surrounding environment, or seek medical
assistance), as well as the health care providers’ decisions related
to an appropriate treatment course. Thus, current guidelines by
the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Expert Panel
Review 3 [14] highlight the importance of ongoing symptom
monitoring. Programs that increased patient understanding and
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Accurate symptom monitoring by patients is the most
fundamental antecedent to effective asthma management, yet
existing monitoring strategies have not been conducive to
adolescents’ cooperation, nor yielded accurate or clinically
useful information [13,18-20]. Having recognized these
limitations, we developed an innovative device that can facilitate
continuous and accurate monitoring of asthma symptoms with
minimal disruption of daily routines, thus increasing
acceptability to adolescents. The objectives of this paper were
to: (1) describe the development of this novel symptom
monitoring device to support optimal asthma self-management
for teenagers (teens), and (2) assess their perspectives on the
usability and acceptability of the device.

Methods
Description of an Automated Device for Asthma
Monitoring
The automated device for asthma monitoring (ADAM) is a
novel device that quantifies symptoms in numbers, based on
predetermined algorithms of symptom sounds including coughs
and wheezes. The device uses the iPod as a platform. It
automatically processes and analyzes raw symptom sounds, and
displays and stores the number of identified symptoms. It
simultaneously monitors activity using the iPod’s built in
accelerometer, which allows patients to view the symptoms in
relation to their level of activity. Secondary functions of the
device include electronic asthma diary keeping, and medication
tracking and reminding. Figure 1 shows the selected screenshots
of the device.
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Figure 1. Selected screenshots of the automated device for asthma monitoring (ADAM).

Overview of the Study Design for the Development
and Validation of the Automated Device for Asthma
Monitoring
This study consisted of three phases, including development
(Phase 1), validation (Phase 2), and post hoc validation (Phase
3). During Phase 1, we collected raw symptom sounds that
became the basis for the delineating symptom algorithms. A
case-control design was used for Phase 2 involving an asthma
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group and a nonasthma group, who participated in a 7 day trial
to determine the validity and feasibility of the new device. In
Phase 3, we reevaluated the modified and improved device for
its sensitivity and specificity. Figure 2 shows the overall flow
of the study phases. Below are the detailed descriptions of the
methods implemented in each phase. The Institutional Review
Board approved the study protocol for each phase, and informed
parental consent and teen assent were obtained for each phase
prior to data collection.
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Figure 2. Overview of the study flow from Phase 1 to Phase 3.

Phase 1: Development Phase
Study Design and Sample
To develop symptom algorithms, we collected raw symptom
sounds using a digital recorder. The identified algorithms were
then programmed in a popular mobile device, the iPod, which
was used as a platform to capture, process, and store symptom
information. Subsequently, the prototype device was beta-tested
with the subjects to evaluate its operation. Subject eligibility
criteria were: (1) 13-17 years old, (2) physician-diagnosed
asthma for at least one year, (3) active asthma symptoms within
the last 24 hours, and (4) ability to understand spoken and
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written English. Those subjects, with other diagnoses that can
produce asthma-like symptoms (eg, cardiac disease, cystic
fibrosis) or significant cognitive impairment that would present
concerns in following the study protocol, were excluded. There
were 29 adolescents that participated in the sound collection
stage. Of those adolescents, 16 continued on to participate in
the beta-testing period, along with 8 additional subjects who
enrolled only for beta-testing. The majority of participants (54%,
20/37) were recruited from the emergency department, and the
rest (46%, 17/37) were recruited from pediatric outpatient clinics
affiliated with a major academic medical center through clinical
referrals or recruitment flyers. Figure 3 shows the numbers of
teens from screening to enrollment.
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Figure 3. Enrollment flowchart for Phase 1.

Procedure and Instruments
The subjects continuously recorded breathing sounds for 24
hours during the sound collection stage using a digital recorder
(Olympus WS-331M). A small external microphone was
attached mid line on the shirt collar to amplify the breathing
sounds for recording. The subjects carried the recorder either
in their clothing pockets or a carrying case. They were instructed
to pause the recording during times they desired privacy. Over
night, the recorder and microphone were placed on a surface
close to the head of the bed to record any nighttime symptoms,
while the device was recharging. Each subject provided a
minimum of 10 hours of sound recording. The subjects
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simultaneously completed a 24 hour asthma diary, recording
symptoms, feelings, activities, and medication use.

Sound Analysis
The recorded sounds were downloaded to a computer, and two
research nurses carefully listened independently using audio
software, Adobe Audition, to extract the sounds of asthma
symptoms including coughing, wheezing, and throat clearing.
The sounds of interest were sorted and annotated for further
validation and analysis. There were three clinicians, including
a pediatrician, a pulmonologist, and the principal investigator
(HR) who did the validation. The principal investigator
independently evaluated the pool of randomly selected symptom
sounds, and classified them into cough, wheeze, and others.
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2014 | vol. 2 | iss. 2 | e27 | p. 5
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They agreed on 96.6% of the cases (116/120 total cases), and
any discrepancies that failed to reach agreement were removed
from the symptom database.

Beta-Testing of the Prototype
Following the initial development of the prototype, a 3 day
prototype trial was conducted with 24 teens, of which 16 also
participated in the sound recording stage earlier. During the 3
day beta-testing period, the subjects carried the prototype device
during the daytime, and kept it running over night while
recharging.

Phase 2: Validation and User Acceptance of the Device
Study Design and Sample
This phase used a case-control design involving an asthma group
(n=42), and an age matched nonasthma group (n=42) to evaluate
the validity of the newly developed device. Figure 4 shows the
flow of participants.
The most common reasons for ineligibility were unverifiable
current asthma diagnosis for the asthma group, and having past
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asthma diagnosis or respiratory symptoms for the nonasthma
group. Each group participated in a 7 day trial during which the
device was used continuously for 24 hours. The asthma group
eligibility criteria for Phase 2 were similar to those in Phase 1,
except that they were not required to be symptomatic at the time
of enrollment. The nonasthma group consisted of those who
were with no current/past history of asthma or other health
conditions producing asthma-like symptoms, and free of any
current respiratory symptoms.
We performed validity testing, comparing results among
adolescents with and without asthma, and correlating data from
the asthma group to other measures of the asthma condition,
including Forced Expiratory Volume in 1 second, Asthma
Control Test, Fractional exhaled nitric oxide, daily symptom
diaries, visual analogue scale, health care utilization, and asthma
related quality of life. The data were collected at pre and post
7 day trial. Asthma control, health care utilization, and quality
of life were reassessed at a 3 month follow-up after the trial for
the asthma group. The results of our validity testing are beyond
the scope of this paper.
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Figure 4. Enrollment flowchart for Phase 2.

Acceptance Evaluation
We assessed user acceptance using a brief survey and in-depth
interviews with the participants. The user acceptance data were
collected at the completion of the 7 day trial period from the
asthma group participants only, because they represented the
future users of the device. For the quantitative data, we devised
a 7 item user acceptance survey to assess ADAM’s usefulness,
user-friendliness, convenience, and social acceptableness on a
5 point scale, from strongly agree (5) to strongly disagree (1).
The study staff went over each item with the participants. Total
scores of 28 or higher on the 7 item acceptance survey were
considered an indication of the participants’ satisfactory
acceptance. The cutoff point was predetermined, because it
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2014/2/e27/
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would identify those who responded favorably in all 7 items by
choosing either “agree” or “strongly agree”. The items were
reviewed individually, and the proportion of “agree” and
“strongly agree” responses for each question was computed.
To obtain in-depth feedback and perspectives on the device, we
conducted brief semistructured individual interviews (10-15
minutes) with the asthma teens (n=42). The interviews were
audiotaped and transcribed verbatim for analysis. ATLAS.ti 7
was used for data storage and management, and the basic
qualitative description method was used to derive simple
descriptions of the data in order to best understand the contents
[21]. We used conventional content analysis to analyze the data
[22]. There were two researchers that analyzed the data
independently using content analysis techniques, and codes
JMIR mHealth uHealth 2014 | vol. 2 | iss. 2 | e27 | p. 7
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were compared. Any discrepancies between their analyses were
discussed and reconciled. The coding was guided by the purpose
of the interview, which was to determine the acceptability and
usefulness of the device. No preconceived categories or a priori
codes were used for analysis.

Phase 3: Post Hoc Validation Phase
Modification of the Algorithm and Device Features
Phase 2 revealed the unstable performance of the device in
detecting symptoms, particularly wheezing. On several
occasions, we noted incremental wheezing counts even in a
quiet environment. Moreover, during exit interviews, several
of the participants reported incidents that suggested inaccuracies
of the device (eg, “I saw the symptom number going up even
when I wasn’t wheezing or coughing”). These indications of
the suboptimal performance of the device prompted us to further
refine the symptom algorithm to improve the sensitivity and
specificity of it. Given the subtlety and wide variation of
acoustic signatures of wheezes within and across individuals,
the study team agreed that developing a stable and universal
wheeze algorithm would be unattainable. We therefore decided
to concentrate our focus on refining the cough algorithm. We
enhanced the algorithm by incorporating a standard framework
used in speech recognition to effectively filter in symptom
sounds from speech and background noise. We manipulated
the device so that it could record raw symptom sounds. In doing
so, we could confirm whether the sounds identified by the
algorithm were indeed asthma symptoms (true positive). To
adequately assess specificity (true negative), the device
automatically retained samples of the raw audio data that it
captured. The device processed individual segments of 6
seconds. Whenever the algorithm identified a cough, the
corresponding 6 seconds of raw audio samples were retained.
Also, 6 second intervals of raw audio data were randomly
retained when no coughs were identified. These audio files were
retrieved, and allowed us to compute the performance metrics
of the detection algorithm (ie, we were able to compare the
device symptom counts against the audio data by manual
listening). In Phase 2, activity levels were monitored
inconsistently, resulting in incomplete data. To enable the built
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in accelerometer to monitor activity levels continuously for an
extended time, we encouraged the participants to leave the
device on all the time and to charge the battery whenever
possible, in addition to using an external battery pack.
In the exit interview, some of the participants suggested that
symptom and activity data be displayed in a graphical manner
instead of raw numbers. We then modified the user interface so
that symptom data would be presented in a bar graph that
showed the aggregated number of coughs each hour along with
the corresponding line chart of averaged activity scores (see the
image on the right in Figure 1). In doing so, the users can readily
keep track of changes in symptom patterns in the 24 hours, thus
making the device data more meaningful. To enhance clinical
relevance, we added a function that allowed the users to enter
medication usage in the device, control and rescue medication
separately, and when the medication was taken. This function
was not only to assess the users’ medication adherence, but also
to help the users visualize short- and long-term changes in
symptoms after medication use. The users who understand how
medications affect their symptoms might be more likely to
adhere to their medication regimen.

Beta-Testing of the Enhanced Device
The small scale post hoc phase (Phase 3), involving ten
adolescents with active symptoms, was designed to evaluate
the adequacy of the enhanced algorithm, and to test the adequate
operation of the revised and additional device features, including
displaying data in a graphic form and recording medication use.
The eligibility criteria and recruitment strategies were the same
as those in Phase 1. The participants used the enhanced device
for three consecutive days.

Results
Phase 1: Sample Demographic Characteristics and
Symptom Algorithms
Summary
The demographic characteristics of the sample are summarized
in Table 1.
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Table 1. The demographic characteristics of the sample in Phase 1 (n=37).
Characteristics
Sex, n (%)
Males

21 (57)

Females

16 (43)

Mean (SD)

14.7 years (1.4)

White

16 (43)

Nonwhite

21 (57)

Less than US $30,000

22 (59)

$30,000 to 69,999

6 (16)

$70,000 or more

7 (19)

Missing

2 (5)

Age

Race, n (%)

Annual household income, n (%)

Asthma Symptom Severity
Of the sample of the participants (n=29) who provided raw
symptom sounds, only 28% (8/29) reported their asthma was
well controlled. Specifically, 14 teens reported nighttime
symptoms once per week or more often, and 72% (21/29) had
>2 days/week or more frequent daytime symptoms. About 80%
(23/29) used rescue medication >2 days/week or more
frequently, and all but one participant reported limited activities
of some degree.

Development of Symptom Algorithms
The algorithm for detecting coughs processed audio data in two
steps following a standard pattern common to speech and other
recognition frameworks. In the initial preprocessing step, the
incoming stream of digital audio samples was arranged into
fixed length frames from which a set of audio features (feature
vector) was computed. The sequence of feature vectors was
then passed to a hidden Markov model (HMM) Viterbi decoder
(using a token passing implementation) [23,24], using HMMs
trained on our database of symptom and background noises.
This basic methodology has previously been shown to be
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applicable to the ambulatory detection of coughing sounds [25].
Subsequently, the number and times of the detected symptoms
were stored in the platform device memory, and displayed for
patient review. Figure 5 illustrates the schematic overview of
the audio data processing by ADAM. Although our initial
intention was to detect both coughing and wheezing, we were
only able to successfully apply our automated techniques to
coughs. The detailed technical descriptions about the
development and validity of the symptom algorithm for coughs
are reported elsewhere. The samples of wheezes gathered were
too sparse, and varied too much across each individual teen,
thus, we did not have enough data to reliably train an HMM for
wheeze detection. The sensitivity (true positive) of the updated
cough algorithm was 70% (21/30), and, on average, 2 coughs
per hour were identified as false positive.
ADAM was also designed to measure activity levels using an
incorporated accelerometer. However, we encountered
challenges in monitoring activities consistently due to the
device’s limited battery life. Later in our trial, we attached an
external battery pack to the device to address the issue. Figure
6 shows the images of the prototype device with an external
battery (a), and a teen wearing the device (b and c).
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Figure 5. Schematized flow of the data processing used in the automated device for asthma monitoring (ADAM) application. HMM=hidden Markov
model.

Figure 6. Images of the automated device for asthma monitoring (ADAM) with an external battery attached (a), and a teen wearing the device (b and
c).

Phase 2: Participants and Procedures
Recruitment and Procedures
A total of 84 teens (42 asthma teens and 42 nonasthma teens)
participated in Phase 2. The sample characteristics are
summarized in Table 2.
Both of the groups of teens, asthma and nonashthma, were
recruited from the researcher-affiliated academic medical center.
There was 73% (61/84) of the final sample that were recruited
from the pediatric emergency department, some were from
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outpatient clinics (4%, 3/84), and some from recruitment fliers
(23%, 19/84). All of the participants but one in the nonasthma
group completed the 7 day trial. We learned that some schools
do not allow students to use mobile devices during instructional
hours. So, we provided an official letter addressed to a school
administrator asking permission for the participants to
continuously use the device during school hours. No participants
reported any other issues related to using the device at school.
All of the devices except for one were safely recovered. The
missing device was assigned to a nonasthma teen, who did not
complete the follow-up after enrollment.
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Table 2. The demographic characteristics of the asthma and nonasthma groups in Phase 2 (N=84).
Characteristics

Asthma group

Nonasthma group

Male

17 (40.5)

16 (38)

Female

25 (59.5)

26 (62)

Mean (SD)

15.2 years (1.5)

14.8 years (1.3)

White

16 (38)

29 (69)

Nonwhite

24 (57)

13 (31)

Missing

2 (5)

0

Gender, n (%)

Age

Race, n (%)

Annual household income, n (%)
Less than US $30,000 22 (52.4)

12 (28.6)

US $30,000 to 69,999 7 (16.7)

11 (26.2)

US $70,000 or more

12 (28.6)

19 (45.2)

Missing

1 (2.3)

0

Results of the Acceptance Survey
Table 3 summarizes the responses for each acceptance item.
The user acceptance data were collected only from the asthma
group (n=42). Overall, the majority of the teens responded
positively to each item. Particularly, 83% (35/42) of the asthma
group reported having no trouble in remembering to wear the
device for 24 hours to monitor their symptoms. Cronbach alpha
of the 7 item acceptance survey was .78. The total acceptance
scores ranged from 18 to 35 (mean 27.1, SD 4.4). Over 57%
(24/42) of the sample responded with a total score of 28 and

greater, indicating overall satisfaction with the device. No
significant differences in acceptance were found by gender, age,
race, family income, or the current status of symptom control
(symptomatic vs asymptomatic). We computed correlations
between the 7 acceptability items and the 5 items of the asthma
control test. Significant negative relationships were found
between the “embarrassment” item, the frequency of daytime
symptoms (r=-.43, P=.004), and rescue medication use (r=-.45,
P=.003). That is, those who reported higher levels of daytime
symptoms or rescue medication use were more likely to be
embarrassed about using the device in the presence of others.

Table 3. Summary of the user acceptance survey for each item (n=42).
Items

Agree, n (%)

Neutral, n (%)

Disagree, n
(%)

Missing, n
(%)

I like the idea of having the device record my asthma symptoms to monitor
how well my asthma is being controlled and managed.

34 (81)

8 (19)

0

-

The device helped me be more aware of my asthma condition.

24 (57)

16 (38)

2 (5)

-

The device would make it easier for me to manage my asthma.

20 (47)

13 (31)

9 (21)

-

I don’t mind using the device for a week or longer for continuous monitoring
of my asthma.

29 (69)

7 (17)

6 (14)

-

I found it easier operating the device than my peak flow meter.

23 (55)

9 (21)

2 (5)

8 (19)

I would not have any trouble remembering to wear it every morning throughout 35 (83)
the day and put it by my bed for nighttime symptoms.

2 (5)

5 (12)

-

I would not be embarrassed to use the device in front of my friends.

3 (7)

9 (21)

-

Results of the Qualitative Interview Data
Categories of Acceptability
After establishing a preliminary set of codes after content
analysis, two researchers presented them to other team members
for their input and feedback. Revisions were made to the codes,
and all of the interviews were recoded until a consensus was
reached. The team then clustered the codes into categories that
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2014/2/e27/
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30 (72)

best described the acceptability of the device. We chose to create
a series of descriptive data categories, as it fit the direct and
exploratory nature of the work [26]. The initial set of categories
was presented to the team. We created a final set of categories
following further discussion and consensus with the team.
Member checking was done by presenting the categories and
codes to a group of adolescents with asthma (n=6) who did not
participate in the interviews. The following are five categories
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of acceptability identified from the interview data, with
examples of statements from the teens.
Comfortable and Cool
This category describes the cognitive and emotional aspect of
using the device. The adolescents reported feeling comfortable
wearing the device. They did not feel self conscious or
embarrassed about using it around their peers, and they
perceived the iPod format to be “cool” and “stylish”.
It was kinda’ cool the way y’all set it up, the iPod. It
didn’t make it look like something suspicious. It made
it look, you know, a regular person having an iPod.
[Judy]
I just kind of went through my regular activities, woke
up, put the iPod in my pocket, went to school and told
my friends...they were like, “dude, that’s awesome”...
[Mark]
Easy and Convenient
This category represents the participants’ perceptions about the
levels of needed skills and convenience in using the device. The
majority (n=37) described the device as being “easy” to use and
understand. They concurred that the device was easy to operate
and convenient to use daily.
Like, I could understand everything and it’s not like
its difficult or inconvenient or anything. It just listens
and you have to remember to keep it on you. [Jeremy]
It was easy. Just put it in my pocket. Go to school and
when I go to sleep, just put it by my bed. Simple. Then
you wake up again and do the same thing all over.
[Johnny]
Useful and Helpful
The adolescents recognized that the device was useful and
helpful in changing their perspectives on their asthma
management, as well as conversing with others about their
asthma. It assisted in the recognition of symptoms and triggers,
and promoted the reflection of symptom-triggering behaviors
and environments. Some of the participants stated that this
awareness led to changes in their asthma self-management
behaviors.
I really think it was a great experience because it
really showed me during my activities, daily lives,
and what I do, whether I am controlling it or what I
shouldn’t be doing. If I’m around smoke or running,
it shows me whether I’m coughing or wheezing or
how good, how level my asthma is... [Emma]
[I]t really like put it in front of me and I’m like “wow,
I did not know that that was how bad I was today and
yesterday I was worse” and it definitely helped me.
[Alice]
The numbers on the diary thing...helps with the
triggers because if you’re around certain things or
you’re doing certain activities and your numbers go
up for coughing or wheezing, then you know that
activity makes you cough or wheeze a lot...it really
shows people...so if you think running probably affects
http://mhealth.jmir.org/2014/2/e27/
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your asthma that could really tell you instead of
telling yourself, “oh I’m out of breath. I’m wheezing.”
That tells you how many wheezes...it shows you
whether or not are you controlling your asthma or is
it out of control... [Tom]
The participants also recognized that using the device was
helpful in initiating and stimulating dialogues with peers, family,
and health professionals about asthma. While this often started
as a conversation about the device itself, it also led to deeper
conversations about their health condition with others.
A lot of people question me. Like what the device
was...And I kind of explained to them that I was doing
as asthma study and they kind of took it, “Oh that
pretty cool”, but others “What is that? I never knew
you had asthma.” So, I had to explain to them...how
the entire device worked. [Vicky]
My friends are pretty much alright, so they say “Oh
I think that’s pretty cool” or a couple of my friends
were like “Oh I wish they had stuff like that for me.
Where did you find out from?” Because I have a
couple of friends who have asthma too and um one
of my friends who doesn’t have asthma, she was
really, really like really excited. “Maybe they’ll figure
out something to help manage your asthma.” I’m like
I hope so... [Justin]
We Would Wear It
Most of the participants (n=37) concurred that the device was
conducive to everyday use for anyone who has asthma, and
would recommend it to other teens with asthma.
[I would recommend it] definitely if they’re struggling
with asthma, I feel like it would be a really good, easy
way to see how you’re actually doing. [Mickey]
Suggestions for Improvement
The participants made several constructive suggestions for
improving the device. Although the majority of the teens (n=23)
favored using an iPod as a platform, 19 participants stated that
they would prefer a smaller and lighter device. Additionally,
18 participants recommended simplified accessories
(microphone, cords) that would make it easier and more
convenient to use. There were six of the adolescents that
suggested making the device available in a smartphone
application (app) format, and three suggested that the device be
equipped with audio prompts for worsening symptoms or
reminders. For some, the numeric and graphic presentation of
the symptoms displayed on the device screen were confusing,
suggesting the need for further refinement of the user interface
of the device.

Phase 3: Sample and Enhanced Device Data Summary
Of the 10 teen participants in Phase 3, six were females (60%),
and seven were black or African Americans (70%), and from
families of an annual income under US $30,000. Of a total of
146,167 data points recorded in the device (mean 18,271
data/teen), coughs were recorded 3784 times (2.59%). The
device sampled 27,404 sound clips (6 seconds each). The total
number of accelerometer data of one minute length each was
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36,040 (4004 per teen). The volume of data indicated that
activity levels were monitored for, on average, 2.7 days per
participant, accounting for most of the 3 day period. The range
of the accelerometer data was 0-24 (mean 0.83, SD 2.89). There
was significant correlation found between the number of coughs
and the accelerometer data (r=.037, P<.001), indicating that the
greater number of coughs was associated with the higher activity
levels. The medication tracking feature was used by eight teens
(80%, 8/10) for 3 days. On average, each teen reported using
controller medications three times and rescue medication four
times throughout the three day period. All of the participants
concurred that the graphical presentations of the symptom and
activity data helped their understanding of it, and the medication
tracking feature was easy to use.

Discussion
Asthma Symptom Monitoring
Accurate symptom monitoring by patients is the most
fundamental antecedent to effective asthma management, yet
existing monitoring strategies have not been conducive to
adolescents’ cooperation, or yielded accurate or clinically useful
information [13,18-20]. Having recognized these limitations,
we attempted to offer an innovative alternative to symptom
monitoring through the development of a new device, ADAM,
that would stimulate an adolescents’ engagement, and ultimately
lead to effective asthma management. Developing and validating
a new device is complex, inherently involving multiple steps
of meticulous planning and implementation, as demonstrated
in this study. The objective of this paper was to describe the
procedural elements that had been chosen to develop and
validate the ADAM prototype to quantify asthma symptoms,
and to examine the user acceptance of the device. A few
attempts have been made to quantify the symptoms such as
coughs and wheezes. However, most of these attempts have not
been translated into addressing clinical issues, such as the
inadequate patient monitoring of the symptoms. To our
knowledge, this was the first attempt to incorporate symptom
quantifying technology into mobile technology in developing
a device that facilitates continuous monitoring of symptoms in
vivo, particularly in adolescents with asthma. Because of the
fluctuating nature of asthma symptoms during a given day (eg,
more symptoms during nighttime than daytime), researchers
have advocated for continuous symptom monitoring to obtain
the abundance of useful information that it can generate to help
health care providers make informed decisions regarding
treatment [27].
ADAM was intended to automatically monitor coughs, wheezes,
and activity level continuously for 24 hours. We sampled and
validated the sounds of wheezes and coughs by employing a
rigorous and lengthy process, and delineated algorithms of these
symptoms based on the sound samples. Unlike coughs that were
rather conspicuous, wheezes were subtle, adventitious, and had
wide variations in acoustic manifestations, which made it
difficult to establish a sensitive, generalizable algorithm that
could sufficiently distinguish the wheezes from other noises.
While wheezing sounds were often captured using a stethoscope
and a quiet laboratory setting in earlier studies [28-33], our
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wheeze algorithm was based on the sound data captured using
an ordinary external microphone in everyday environments that
were exposed to a wide range of noises. In the future, advanced
sound capturing technology could help delineate wheeze
algorithms effectively, while ruling out other noises. Due to the
challenges involved in distinguishing wheezes from
environmental noises using regular microphones, we decided
to concentrate our efforts on coughs alone for the further
refinement of the device. A cough is the most common symptom
experienced by pediatric patients with uncontrolled asthma
[34-37]. Therefore, we believe detecting coughs alone could
add value to this device as a monitoring tool. The algorithm of
coughs underwent several modifications throughout the study
period to improve its performance. Beta-testing of the device
raised concerns about accuracy, as it had initial challenges in
differentiating noises (eg, door slamming, some speech sounds)
from legitimate coughs. As a result, the algorithm was further
refined and strengthened through multiple iterations. The
sensitivity (true positive) of the updated algorithm was 70%
(21/30), and, on average, 2 coughs per hour were identified as
false positive. Further refinement of the algorithm is warranted
to increase the accuracy and overall performance.
We used an existing mobile phone, the iPod, as a platform for
processing, analyzing, and storing the data transmitted from a
microphone. The iPod was selected as an age appropriate
platform for ADAM because of its widespread ownership
among, and potential appeal to, adolescents. The popular nature
of the iPod among teens could make the device inconspicuous,
should it be used for symptom monitoring in social settings.
Peer influence is one of the barriers to self-management in
adolescents [38]. In fact, adolescents often feel uncomfortable
or embarrassed about their asthma, and are reluctant to take
their asthma medication in the presence of their friends [39-44].
Therefore, using an inconspicuous platform such as the iPod
was essential for the device to be accepted and utilized by
adolescent users as intended. In addition, the iPod operating
system (iOS) has a built in accelerometer that keeps track of
the intensity of the users’ movement, which indicates the level
of activity. This function was incorporated in ADAM not only
to monitor any impairment in daily activities, but also to
facilitate the understanding of the symptoms in the context of
the users’ activity levels. That is, the device could potentially
help to make distinctions between the symptoms that occur in
connection with activity (eg, exercise induced symptoms), and
those occurring independent of activities. Because the device
design enables continuous monitoring of the symptoms and
activities in real life situations, the new device provides a
powerful option for comprehensive asthma monitoring that is
also developmentally compelling.

Limitations
Several limitations of the study are noteworthy. First, our
attempt to develop a reliable algorithm of wheezes was faced
with challenges because of the wide variations of the acoustic
signature of wheezing. Furthermore, the subtle nature of
wheezing presented difficulties in detecting the sound using an
external microphone in the teens’ everyday life contexts.
Therefore, wheezing detection by the device was not
accomplished. Second, we learned later in Phase 2 that in order
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for the iPod’s built in accelerometer function to run
continuously, the device should not to be on a “sleep” mode,
which depleted battery power rapidly. As a result, we were
unable to collect sufficient activity data to correlate with the
number of symptoms. To remedy the issue, we attached an
external battery pack to the iPod, which made the device bulky
and less attractive, as commented by some of the teens. Third,
some of the teens felt the cord of the external microphone was
a nuisance. Further incorporation of advanced technology in
the modification of the device (eg, power efficient operation of
accelerometer, wireless microphone) is necessary to overcome
the identified technical challenges and increase user
convenience. Fourth, the user acceptance was based on only 7
days’ use of the device. Therefore, we were unable to make any
predictions about changes in the users’ perceptions and attitudes
toward the device over time. Further research is needed to
examine the teens’ attitudes over time, and how the attitudes
affect the sustainability of the device. Last, although we
speculated that displaying symptom data in a graphical form, a
modification done in Phase 3, would aid the users’ grasp of the
clinical meaning of the detected symptoms, we did not collect
data to support the assumption. Likewise, it is yet to be
determined whether the medication tracking function we added
in Phase 3 would improve medication adherence. Since Phase
3, we have further updated the user interface to make the device
more user-friendly and effective in communicating data with
the users (eg, automated “pop-up” messages triggered by the
levels of detected symptoms). In addition, as suggested by some
of the teens, the ADAM system is being developed as an “app”
downloadable to mobile iOS systems, which will further enhance
the device’s accessibility in the future.

Rhee et al

Positive Reviews
Despite the identified limitations, the new device was positively
reviewed and accepted by the adolescent users who found it
appealing, convenient, and conducive to daily use. The identified
potential benefits of the device shed light on the positive impact
of the device on promoting self-management, and ameliorating
the burdens of asthma in adolescents. The endorsement of the
device from the adolescent users is an encouraging first step to
adherence to adequate self-monitoring, which has been
challenging and elusive, particularly in this age group.
Incorporating suggestions from the users in enhancing the device
is critical to ensure its consistent use, and to increase its
developmental and clinical relevance.

Conclusions
In summary, this new device can potentially automate daily
symptom monitoring with minimal intrusiveness and maximum
accuracy. Due to its foreseen safety, noninvasiveness,
objectivity, convenience, user-friendliness, and cost
containment, the approach has the potential to greatly enhance
asthma management by adolescents and health care providers,
thereby reducing the risk of inappropriate treatment and
ameliorating asthma related impairments. As suggested in our
qualitative data, this device has the potential to bring about
changes in patient behaviors, such as avoiding triggers and
adjusting medications by increasing the patients’ awareness
through real time assessment of symptoms and feedback. Further
study is needed to evaluate the efficacy of the device in
improving self-management and asthma outcomes.
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